


Dining room by Covet House:  | Wormley dining table and Jones dining chair by Essential Home | Matheny round suspension by Delightfull



MID-CENTURY 
DINING ROOMS & KITCHENS

THE ULTIMATE 
INSPIRATION BOOK OF

The most powerful tool to boost creativity





Dining room by Brabbu:  Agra dining table by Brabbu | Marie dining chair and Ellen dining chair by Essential Home



Collins dining chair by Essential Home



INSPIRE
YOURSELF

A starting point coming from our intellect, emotions or prompt action... these are all paths 
we internally build to create what we call Inspiration. It is a process, a way of living to achieve 

what we aim for. If there was a path to bring innovation and ideas, what would it be? 
Anything can inspire us, but with the amount of information we are exposed to nowadays, 
our mind can simply get overwhelmed. A book by itself can be a unique product, open to 
multiple interpretations and an inspiration tool to different people in many different ways. 
But a book can also be a technical tool, simply organised, to help you bring your ideas into 
life. Covet House has the purpose of inspiring the design community with its new collection 
of inspirational books. This collection is one of the most powerful tools to boost creativity 

amongst the interior design community.

This collection is composed of a series of different books for each room division.  
Every book has a deeper exploitation of ideas and a wide range of styles.

This book contains hundreds of ideas for Kitchens and Dining Rooms selected by a team  
Vof interior designers who searched for projects all over the world. It is a blend of projects 
from renowned interior designers and a combination of materials from the most luxurious 

and exquisite brands.

Dining room by Essential Home: Perry dining chair, Kubrick rug and Ivete floor lamp by Essential Home | Matheny snooker by Delightfull



WORLDWIDE 
SELECTION
Food nurtures the mind, body and soul. The Kitchen 
is by many considered to be the heart of the home, 
a place of bonding experiences. The dining room 
serves the continuation of this experience. Although 
different cultures have different ways of interacting 
with these spaces, generally the kitchen and the 
dining room should be designed to be welcoming 
and conducive for people to come together. These 
are rooms in which you can make a real statement, 
whether about your cooking skills or your personal 
tastes.

Ellen dining chair and Dolly coffee table by Essential Home | West rug by Rug’Society





Dining room by Essential Home: Collins chair, Wormley dining table and Wilde mirror by Essential Home  |  Naif Green wallpaper by Rug’Society



The Mid-century style is inspired by the most iconic pieces designed by known 
names like Ray Eames, Arne Jacobsen and Harry Bertoia.

This style is a modern reflection of the Bauhaus movement, using simple 
shapes and mixing artistic lines with the functionality of the product.

The Mid-century style uses elements of the industrial production and materials 
like glass, metal, concrete and wood. Nature is also a very important element 
in this style. Every space is fluid and has a harmonious integration between 
Nature and the industrial elements and materials.

ESSENTIAL HOME | Janis bar table

ESSENTIAL HOME | Ellen dining chair

MID-CENTURY
INSPIRATIONS



Kitchen by Delightfull: Madeleine suspension light by DelightFULL



ESSENTIAL HOME | Garbot dining chair

RUG’SOCIETY | Naif Green wallpaper



Dining room: Collin dining chair by Essential Home | Colombo pedestal table by Boca do Lobo |  Lola by Rug’Society | Galliano round suspension by DelightFULL



Dining room: Collin dining chair by Essential Home | Colombo pedestal table by Boca do Lobo |  Lola by Rug’Society | Galliano round suspension by DelightFULL



Dining room by Essential Home: Perry dining chair, Winchester dining table and Copolla rug by Essential Home | Botti suspension light by DelightFULL



Dining room by Essential Home: Perry dining chair by Essential Home | Madeleine suspension light by DelightFULL



Dining room by Covet House: Brubeck suspension light by DelightFULL | Oka dining chair by Brabbu | Toulousse rug by Rug’Society



Congo, Toulousse and Inception rugs by Rug’Society



Dining room by Essential Home: Collins dining chair, Vinicius dining table, Monocles folding screen, Wilde mirror, Bardot sofa and Anderson rug by Essential Home | Hanna pendant by DelightFULL



Private House, Berlin by Rug’Society: Prisma Rug by Rug’Society | Ike suspension lamp by DelightFULL | Collins dining chair by Essential Home



Project by Novamobili: Ella suspension lamp by DelightFULL 



Suspended lamps are a quick solution to make any dining room or kitchen 
look very chic and interesting. Try different colours on your walls to make 
different contacts with your lamps and bring everything altogether by pulling 
different material details in order to give harmony to your project.

Hanna pendant light by DelightFULL | Prisma rug by Rug’Society



Dining room by Essential Home: Simone suspension lamp and Coltrane floor lamp by DelightFULL | Winchester dining table, Jones dining chairs and Anderson rug by Essential Home



Mid-century state of mind is what this project is about. From the 
colour pallet to the choice of about every single piece in this room. 
It screams elegance, simplicity and comfortable luxury. It makes 
you feel calm and make you want to relax by the window thinking 
about those glory days.

ESSENTIAL HOME | Anderson rug

ESSENTIAL HOME | Jones armchair

DELIGHTFULL | Coltrane floor lamp 

    Elegance, simplicity 
and comfortable 
luxury. It makes you 
feel calm and make 
you want to relax by 
the window.



Miranda lamp by Essential Home | Agra bar table by Brabbu



Dining room by Essential Home: Winchester dining table, Jones dining chair by Essential Home | Botti pendant by DelightFULL



Dining room by DelightFULL: Galliano round suspension lamp by DelightFULL



Project by Essential Home: Sophia sofa, Marie chair and Dolly coffee table by Essential Home | Dorsey suspension lamp by DelightFULL



Dining room by Marisa Gallo 





Dining room by Marisa Gallo 

This projects “Flaminio”, the main concept of the project revolves around a 
tropical and colourful aesthetic combined with a cosmopolitan atmosphere to 
turn the space into a place to disconnect from the frenetic pace of the city.

“Colorful Urban Oasis”



Dining room by Marisa Gallo 



Dining room by Essential Home: Gable single sofa by Essential Home



An extremely balanced design, which gets even more beautiful when you see 
the light coming trough the window. This soft coloured pallet, filled with dreamy 
materials like cotton velvet, including a bohemian twist on a contemporary style.

This expressive 
projects inspired 
by music has a 
structured feeling 
and it’s versatile and 
yet contemporary. 

RUG’SOCIETY | Black hole rug ESSENTIAL HOME | Gable single sofa



This dining rooms have a nostalgic feminine retro glow. A luxurious ambient filled with natural light which 
provides a soft and warm light through its space, giving it a romantic ambiance to the setting. With a neutral 
colour pallete this is the perfect room to relax and feel calm in.

Dining room by DelightFULL: Etta pendant by DelightFULL



Sophia sofa, Craig side table by Essential Home | Laine suspension by DelightFULL



Dining room by Essential Home: Collins dining chairs and Wormley dining table by Essential Home | Peggy suspension lamp by DelightFULL



A creative dining room, full of textures and rich materials. Provoke 
feelings by mixing different metallics, gold and silver, make your 
dining table the star of the room and the conversation starter.

MARCEL WANDERS

&TRADITION | True Colour 

   Here to create 
an environment 
of love, live with 
passion, and 
make our most 
exciting dreams 
come true.



Some rooms like this Essential Home project on the left. In addiction of this Mid-century movement the 
project on the right has a marble base of the Vinicius Dining Table is wonderfully surrounded by four elegant 
Collins Dining Chairs. Illuminate your table gracefully with the outstanding large and golden Matheny 
Suspension Light. Set the ambience with the unique and exotic Ivete Palm Tree Lamp.

So arrange a distinguish dining room and enjoy the wonderful view from your large window, with your own 
martini. Shaken not Stirred.

Dining room by Essential Home: Peggy suspension lamp by DelightFULL | Monocles folding screen, Collins dining chairs and Wormley dining table by Essential Home



Dining room by Essential Home: Vinicius dining table, Collins dining chairs and Ivete floor lamp by Essential Home | Matheny suspension lamp by DelightFULL



Dining room by Essential Home: Marie chair by Essential Home | Neil suspension lamp by DelightFULL



JONATHAN ADLER

       A chic home 
makes you happy 
and a happy home  
makes you

CHIC!



Project by Essential Home: Winchester dining table by Essential Home | Maa armchair by Brabbu | Charles II and Brubeck chandelier by DelightFULL



RUG’SOCIETY | Inception rugESSENTIAL HOME | Reeves chair

DELIGHTFULL | Neil floor lamp



Dining room by Essential Home: Hanna ceiling lamp by DelightFULL | Jones dining chairs and Wormley dining table by Essential Home | Cauca rug by Brabbu



Dining room by Essential Home: Collins dining chairs, Polanski rug and Wormley dining table by Essential Home 



Dining room by Covet House: Vinicius dining table by Essential Home | Dalyan dining chairs by Brabbu



This Mid-century modern design project balances between 
feminine shapes and neutral tones. Choose an art piece as a 
statement and fresh decors to bring beauty to every room.

KELLY WEARSTLER | Organic vase

BRABBU | Dalyan dining chair

    I need art around 
me always.
KELLY WEARSTLER



Dining room by Essential Home: Perry dining chair and Winchester dining table by Essential Home



For that modern vintage look, choose a range of neutrals mixed with different shapes and fresh colors. 
Use flowers and plants to bring nature inside and that bohemian lifestyle.

Kitchen by DelightFULL: Galliano pendant lamp by DelightFULL



Kitchen by DelightFULL : Coltrane suspension lamp by DelightFULL



   One cannot create 
happiness with 
beautiful objects, but 
one can spoil quite a 
lot of happiness with 
bad ones.

A clean colour palette and design kitchen, with a statement suspension 
lamp, make a great ambience. That fireplace is the most wonderful detail 
that brings everything together, the perfect room to spend time with your 
family and friends.

FINN JUHL

JONATHAN ADLER | Dora Maar Vases



Get inspired by this fresh looking dining room, so clean and bright that you can imagine the smell of the citrines.  
A neutral pallet can be what you’re looking for with this marble dining table, making the ideal kind of modern 
dining room set.

Emirates Hills Villa Dining room by Nikki B: Agra dining table by Brabbu



Emirates Hills Villa Dining room by Nikki B: Agra dining table by Brabbu



COMPLETED BY THE HUMAN MIND.

areOBJETS
MADE TO BE

ALVAR AALTO



HENDRIX WALL LAMP BY DELIGHTFULL



Dining room and Kitchen by Rodolphe Parente



A high-end design kitchen with an awesome breakfast area. A fantastic 
apartment filled with great details and personality. From the neon lights to 
the ever classic table, this is a fresh and unique kitchen project, that can 
inspire your inner cooker.

SERGE MOUILLE | Floor lamp



Dining room by Essential Home: Diamond small mirror, Edith sideboard, Collins dining chair and Wormley dining table by Essential Home | Matheny table lamp and Piazzola wall lamp by DelightFULL



These projects use rose shades and gold elements within the room, resulting in a sophisticated yet dynamic 
room that stands out. A true Mid-century modern design.

Dining room by Essential Home: Diamond small mirror and Edith sideboard, by Essential Home | Matheny table lamp and Piazolla wall lamp by DelightFULL



MARIE CHAIR BY ESSENTIAL HOME



OF PURPOSE AND FORM

Beauty
is THE HARMONY

ALVAR AALTO



Dining room by DelightFULL: Amy table lamp by DelightFULL



“Space and light and 
order. Those are the things 
that men need just as 
much as they need bread 
or a place to sleep.”

LE CORBUSIER

DELIGHTFULL | Amy table lamp



Dining room by Essential Home: Ellen dining chair, Dolly coffee table and Diamond big mirror by Essential Home | West rug by Rug’Society





Dining room by Essential Home: Collins dining chair by Essential Home



   Art is not just for 
weekends.
ILSE CRAWFORD



Kitchen by Covet House: Amy suspension lamp by DelightFULL | Malay counter stool by Brabbu



Dining room by Essential Home: Gable bar chair by Essential Home | Ike pendant by DelightFULL



Dining room by Essential Home: Matheny suspension lamp by DelightFULL | Jones dining chairs and Wormley dining table by Essential Home



Recalling the golden 
years, this project 
has a very trendy 
and bohemian feel to 
them. Choose the right 
accessories that will give 
an exquisite look into any 
style of decoration.

ESSENTIAL HOME | Wormley dining table

ESSENTIAL HOME | Collins dining chair



Dining room and Kitchen by Christopher Coleman



Dining room by DelightFULL: Stanley suspension lamp by DelightFULL

These versatile projects with a sophisticated and classy ambience 
feature a base white colour to contrast with pops of blue and 
green. Colour and shapes are very important, since they can 
bring different feelings and sensations. Blue is connected with 
trust and loyalty. It reduces stress, creating a sense of calmness, 
relaxation and order. Green relates to balance and harmony. It is 
an emotionally positive colour, bringing out love and nurture in 
ourselves and others.

A room that brings out Creativity, Harmony and Proportion.



Dining room by DelightFULL: Diana suspension lamp by DelightFULL



With an expressive harmonic beauty, this project speaks through its statement piece, the Clark suspension 
lamp, that exudes the “speakeasy” vibe. Inspired by real trumpets and using materials such as brass to 
make a classic Mid-century project. If you are a true jazz fan, dare to make your project musically inspired 
by this lighting.

Dining room by DelightFULL: Clark suspension lamp by DelightFULL





Dining room by Essential Home: Ivete floor lamp, Perry dining chair, Kubrick rug and Craig console by Essential Home | Matheny snooker by DelightFULL



Dining room by Covet: Turner-pendant by DelightFULL | Marie chair by Essential Home



Dining room by Covet: Vinicius dining table and Gable dining chair by Essential Home  |  Hendrix suspension DelightFULL



WORLDWIDE 
SELLECTION

Preview

What makes you a storyteller is to travel the 
world, experience new places, to be adventurous. 
An Hotel is one of the most important aspects 
of the journey, it’s what makes you feel welcome 
in a foreign place. The experience of that first 
impression of walking into the unknown and a well 
thought out and designed hotel is what makes the 
experience special and makes the hospitality world 
so interesting and unique. 

HOTELS
&SUITES 
INSPIRATIONS







Marie chair and Ellen dining chair  by Essential Home | Agra dining table by Brabbu | Newton eliptic suspension lamp by Boca do Lobo



WWW.INSPIRATIONDESIGNBOOKS.COM

PHILIPPE STARCK

RESPECT, VISION, POETRY, SURREALISM  
AND MAGIC TO DESIGN

MY IDEA
IS TO BRING HAPPINESS,



IS TO BRING HAPPINESS,




